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T

he volunteers at Lowestoft Museum
were delighted to be provided with an
extra space on the first floor of Broad
House when Oulton Broad Parish Council
converted what had been an empty space, the
former park keeper’s flat, into offices.
They have spent most of the closed season
decorating the Turner Room (named after
a former curator) and setting up temporary
displays for the Museum’s 50th anniversary
which has coincided with the Queen’s
Platinum Jubilee.
The Museum will use the proceeds from
this auction of postcards to equip the Turner
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You may bid on as many of the postcards in this auction
as you wish.
Postcards will be auctioned in numerical order from
number 1 to number 105.
Please make sure your paddle number is clearly seen and
you can be heard by the auctioneer.
If yours is the highest bid please remember the postcard
number of your bid and make a note of it.
Thank you to all the artists that have supported this auction.
This is our 9th auction and up until now we have raised over
£20,000 for various local charities.
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We have a new painting on
display at Ferini Art Gallery.
But it’s not for sale and it
isn’t framed and mounted
on to a gallery wall. It’s a
mural, painted directly onto
the wall behind the gallery
by artist Nigel Colebrook.
The next time you visit the
gallery look for the new
al fresco artwork on the
gallery garden wall.

The mural draws inspiration from
Pakefield beach with its undulating dunes
punctuated with Marram grass. A popular
place for sea gulls to rest and their noisy
chatter can be heard against the sea
breezes that create spectacular skies.
Having worked for TV and theatre
projects, creating back drops for dance
shows and also exhibition events, painting
murals on a large scale is not a daunting
project! Usually each artwork is based
on a preliminary sketch, which is used
to establish a basic composition for the
mural. Backgrounds are either brushed
or spray painted and the same technique
is used to build the detail into the picture.

outhwold@durrants.com h arleston@durrants.com

The only real difference between doing
large scale artworks for the theatre and
outdoor murals is the paint has to be
water-proof for the outdoors!
For detailed murals the original
sketch is divided into squares and the
same number of enlarged squares is
mapped out onto the wall, then it is just
a case of painting each square with
reference to the original artwork.
One of the nicer aspects of mural
painting is usually having more time to
complete the picture. Working for TV and
the theatre you are usually up against a
tight time schedule, so working quickly
becomes normal practice.
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Room as an educational space for visiting
groups of all ages.
Seating, modern display cases, shelves,
audio-visual equipment and storage are among
the items which this funding will help to provide.

1
Discovering Roses in Your Heart
Oil
Plant naught but the rose of love in the
garden of your heart.

3
Discovering Life with my Grandson
Acrylic
My postcard is about discovering life
as a grandparent. It’s about the quality,
joy and pace of life when grandchildren
come into it. As an amateur artist it was
hard but fun to paint something small.

5
The Amulet
Oil on canvas
This is a painting of a replica of an
artefact at Lowestoft Museum. Amulet
- `a charm (such as an ornament) often
inscribed with a magic incantation or
symbol to aid the wearer or protect
against evil (such as disease or
witchcraft).

7
Mandarin
Acrylic on watercolour paper
The reason for painting the subject was:
When I was a child playing in Nicholas
Everitt park I first saw a Mandarin duck
on small inlet. At first i didn’t think
it was real with its unusual shape &
colours. Thinking it was made of wood
& looking like a brightly coloured toy.
We have many of them here by the
Thames by Orleans gallery. Every time
I see a pair I stop watch & smile at their
beauty.

9
Lowestoft Porcelain Eyebath
Watercolour & watercolour pencil
It was a treat to discover a beautifully
shaped porcelain eye bath amongst the
exhibits at the Lowestoft Museum. I love
blue and white and was moved to be
able to follow, and try to recreate, the
brushstrokes of the artist who decorated
the piece.

2
The Garden
Paper cutting/mixed media
My postcard design responds to this
years theme of ‘Discovering’ because
the technique of paper cutting was a
new experiment for me. As an illustrator
I had leftover artwork that I wanted to
recycle into a new piece. I have used this
years postcard auction as an opportunity
to push my creative boundaries and
reintroduce myself to new outcomes. I
had a play around with shapes, colours
and textures and created this mini
artwork inspired by English gardens.

4
Journey
Acrylic
This card represents to me what discovery is all about, education. Whether you
go on to university or travel the world,
we learn everyday. We can read books
,look at all kinds of media or just listen to
people who know a little more than we
do. I have a huge amount of hobbies and
interest so whether it’s finding a better
way to paint or glue something, everyday
is a school day. Most of us will never stop
discovering right up until the end and
what a great way to live our lives.

6
Ammonite Fossil (clear)
Ash Wood and Epoxy Resin
I used a photograph of an ammonite
from the internet (yes I paid a license
fee). And then used a router to cut
the image into ash wood and coated
it with epoxy resin to give a smooth
finish.

8
School Trip
Acrylic
Local Museums are invaluable for
reminding us where we come from.
I’m not sure how local this student
is though!

10
Sunset Flower
Derwent intensive pencil
(soluble), tester pot emulsion,
pebeo gold acrylic
We must resist. I hope you enjoy this
piece and thank you so much for your
generous donation tonight.

11
Wild
Acrylic paint, fibre paste,
colour pencils
‘Wild’ has been inspired by my love
for extreme weather and how it brings
the world around you alive. The sound
of heavy rain against a window, the
wind howling and that sense of being
huddled in the comfort of your home by
the open fire.

12
Being
Gouache
Being’ is a very simple visual statement
provoked specifically by the war in
Ukraine. We are all beings of nature
in time; human and otherwise;
blossoming, if we are lucky, very briefly,
into the dance of life. No one has the
right to destroy anyone’s participation
in this dance. Fascism, however,
always tries to divide and to destroy.

13
On My Own
Oil on 425gsm watercolour paper
Across the open farmland one single
oak tree looking quite small and
insignificant at the edge of the fields,
with the evening light turning to pale
dusk with a long casting shadow, it
needed to be drawn and painted. I’m
sure it called out “I’m on my own” after
the sketch. After the finished painting it
would never be on its own again!

14
Swift
Lino Cut
I made some copper sculptures of
swifts and in turn these inspired me
to make a simple lino cut. I used my
favourite colour combination of blue and
orange as a juxtaposition to nature on
this print.

15
Spring is Here
Watercolour on black tiziano pad
The design was on black Goldline Tiziano
160 gram paper. Water colours react
differently giving a ghostly appearance .
The paint did not run as on water colour
paper, to get a strong colour paint
needed less water. The idea for the
design daffodils coming out of a dark dull
winter giving joy for Spring.

17
Little Owl
Ink pan & intensive pencils
Wise owl discovering all that is
happening in his neck of the woods
at night.

19
Cortina
Acrylic
Life was good in 1973 as a seven year
old. The Cortina MkIII was a popular car
for many and I still find it a handsome
car today; evocative of the innocence of
a childhood during what was probably
a tough time for many adults. I made
a metal sculpture of one with a laser
cutter and before I finished it I used it as
a stencil to make this car.

16
Discovering
Filia oil pastels
No description supplied

18
Pakefield Beach
Acrylic & Gouache
Discovering’ because the acrylic
and gouache painting pushes the
boundaries of traditional art. I have been
experimenting with alternative colour
palettes and mark making to create an
almost surreal landscape. A snapshot
from Pakefield beach has been an
opportunity for me to see how colour can
create mood within a painting.

20
Moon Gazing Hare
Acrylic paint on board
While researching our house in
Halesworth, I found a swathe of land
which was called ‘Harepark’ in Tudor
times. This prompted me to call our
house Hare House and since then we
seem to encounter many hares on our
country walks - especially in lockdown.

21
Past & Present
Watercolour
This painting captures both the “past
and present” of the rich heritage of
Lowestoft and due to our demographic
sighting the sun never sets on
Lowestoft it only captures the beauty
of each new sunrise...

22
Siamese Fighting Fish (betta splendeus)
Mixed Media Wax resist,
watercolour wash & acrylic
I was inspired by the beautiful colours
and movement of the Betta, a freshwater
fish native to South east Asia, endemic
to the central plains of Thailand. Having
been domesticated for at least 1,000
years, selective breeding has produced a
wide variety of colouration and finnage.
Initially bred for aggression and subject to
gambling matches, akin to cockfighting,
they first appeared in the West in the late
19th century, soon becoming popular as
ornamental fish.’

23
My Happy Place
Sand & Resin
I am an artist living on the coastal town
of Lowestoft, I love the sea, most of
my work is inspired by it. I work with
resin, acrylic, sand and pebbles. I love
to create restful pieces, this one I have
made is a smaller version, with Suffolk
sand and a little added seaglass.

25
Sail Away
Acrylic, Gouache, Pen, Crayon
I consider my art as semi-abstract,
portraying exaggerated shapes and
colours, and not overly concentrating
in too much precise detail nor accuracy
in my depiction. I take my inspiration
from the Suffolk and Norfolk coastline,
attracted by the changing light and
big skies. The sea has always had a
fascination for me with it’s many moods
throughout the seasons.”

27
Winter Sail - Wherry Maud
Pencil, pen sketch
In January 2022 I was lucky enough to
be able to join a sail on the wherry Maud
along the River Bure past St Benets Abbey.
It was an ideal day - cold and sunny with
a clear blue sky and gentle winds. I was
invited to go off in the tender to take
photographs of Maud as she was sailing
and this picture is based on one of those
photographs.

29
Highland Cow
Acrylic
After thirty years I got back in touch with
a childhood friend. This led me to the
discovery that not only did she have lots
of dogs but she also had five highland
cattle. I decided this is what I would like
to paint for the auction, I hope you like it.

24

31
Walking by the Sea
Lino Cut Print
Hands. You clasp, grasp, clutch.
And, of course, you hold hands. Entwine
fingers. A baby’s fingers are a miracle,
they grasp, you gasp and a connection
is forged. Established, forged, forever.
Hands connect us to the world we see.
We need to touch. Reassure ourselves
that the visual is reality. And through
hands we love. We hold hands. We look
to each other. Unite. Hands, love.

33
Re-discovering the East Coast
Acrylic
I am not an artist but enjoy having a
go especially now that I have retired. I
moved to Oulton Broad last autumn
and joined the volunteers at Lowestoft
Museum on arrival. Thank you for the
opportunity to support this local treasure
by taking part in the Pakefield Postcard
Auction 2022. I have called my art
postcard “Re-discovering the East
Coast” as after a 25 year association
with the area, I can finally live here and
enjoy the coast daily.

In the Attic
Watercolour
No description supplied

26
Florence
Watercolour
Florence belonged to my daughter. I
found some photos of her and as I had
never painted a cat before decided to
have a go. This is one of my attempts!

28
Discovering the Elephant
in the Room
Cardboard Jigsaw Puzzle, Brush,
Glue, postcard back board
Follow the instructions on the card to
reveal the magic before your eyes as
you piece the postcard together, then
you’ll be discovering the elephant in
the room!

30
Lowtide
Etching
This simple etching captures the special
atmosphere of an evening beach walk
with friends - dying sun reflected on the
wet sand, light ahead, shadows behind
and the horizon always out of reach.

35
Sea Kelp
Derwent Graphite pencils
I discovered this on Kessingland Beach I
think it’s sea kelp - I liked the shapes.

37
All in Together
Pen and ink on paper
We’re in a mess, but it’s all ok if stick
together to create some form of unity!
Teamwork makes the dream work
apparently!

32
Red Peppers
Oil
Eating loads of red peppers at the
moment, chopped in salads, in stir fries,
and one of my favourites, roasted red
pepper and tomato soup. Roasted the
flavour is amazing. They are packed
with antioxidants, help you lose weight,
especially abdominal fat. Helps detoxify
your body, improves eye health, an antiinflammatory, reduces heart disease,
equates to outstanding hair growth and
health... wow, a massive win win.
Just gotta love red Peppers!

34
Puffin Sets Sail
Posca pens
I have visited Iceland twice and I loved
seeing the puffins there and I paint
them quite a lot. This picture reminds
me of those trips. Puffins spend most
of their time at sea but my puffin is
hitching a ride.

36
Into the Storm
Acrylic, Gouache, Pen, Crayon
I consider my art as semi-abstract,
portraying exaggerated shapes and
colours, and not overly concentrating
in too much precise detail nor accuracy
in my depiction. I take my inspiration
from the Suffolk and Norfolk coastline,
attracted by the changing light and
big skies. The sea has always had a
fascination for me with it’s many moods
throughout the seasons.

38
The Kirkley Stream
Oil on canvas
Kirkley occupies the north-eastern
angle of the Hundred of Mutford, being
bounded on the east by the ocean,
and on the north by Lake Lothing,
an arm, or inlet of which runs to the
southward, and is known as Kirkley
Ham. It probably afforded a very secure
anchorage to the small vessels of
ancient days during the prevalence
of eastern gales, at the period when
the sea entered the lake by a broad
unimpeded channel.

39

40

La Maison
Watercolour
I take my paints with me on holiday
instead of a camera. Whilst cycling
through the French countryside, I came
across this beautiful house and tried to
capture it’s exotic nature. I have never
seen another like it.

Flow
Acrylic & resin
‘Flow’ - a fluid acrylic painting on MDF
with a resin coating.

41
Chaos
Watercolour & pen
Dolls houses and their contents have
fascinated me since childhood. The
postcard for the auction was inspired
by a scene from my dolls house room,
capturing the essence of chaos and
activity of making objects, including
miniature paintings and bedspreads. I
felt a small connection when reading
an article about Somerleyton Hall and
other historic buildings such as Windsor
Castle and Great Glemham all of which
have exquisite Dolls Houses.

42
Pair of 18th Century Lowestoft Pugs
Watercolour
My watercolour painting is of a pair of
porcelain standing Pug dogs made in
around 1770 by the Lowestoft porcelain
factory. The factory with kilns and
workshops stood in what is now Factory
Street in the middle of Lowestoft.
This pair is the only true pair( facing left
and right) in the world and have recently
been purchased by the Lowestoft
Museum in Nicholas Everitt Park, where
they are now on permanent display.

43

44

An Owl in the Hand
Oil
Having been terrified of birds and
feathers all my life, l eventually
discovered l was brave enough to
actually handle this beautiful Owl!
And although in the past l have
dabbled in Pastels and Watercolours,
l could never cope with oils. So this
is my very 1st oil painting, and since
attempting my Owl, l discovered l now
quite like using this medium!

Pakefield Sunset
Acrylic
Looking up from Pakefield beach at
sunset. Pakefield beach is one of
my favourite places; keep your eyes
peeled, you never know what you might
discover!

45
Autumn Fruit
Watercolour on 140 not
We all remember picking blackberries
when we were young - and of course
getting pricked as we did so. But the
taste soon made us forget the pain well nearly!

47
Vision
Watercolour & black marker
For my postcard, I created a simple
watercolour painting called “Vision”,
which shows a girl looking through her
telescope and looking into a different
world.

49
Once Bittern Twice Shy
Pastel on paper
The bittern is secretive bird hiding in
reed often identified by their booming
call. If you see one it’s unlikely you will
see another, hence the title

46
My Cup of Tea
Acrylics on a used Tea bag
This is painted on a used teabag
with acrylic paints. The inspiration
came from our wonderful beaches
and coastline and my love of painting
moments in time. I have previously
painted a larger painting of these two
children. (Reference nice photo from
Pixabay.com).

48
Stitch : 22
Textiles (inchies!)
Inchies are miniature works of art. They
use minimal amounts of fabric, and
frequently incorporate other items found
in nature or around the house. I wanted
to use this idea to create something tiny
and beautiful but with a vintage feel,
using scraps from my sewing room.
Look closely to discover the letter within
each tiny frame.

50
Book, Bird + Bedlam
Mixed Media
Having long DISCOVERED that I am not a
talented or even competent painter, I still
enjoy the creative process by finding
alternative ways of achieving pieces
that I hope might be considered artistic .
On this occasion I have produced a
mixed media card using acrylic paint and
a number of decoupage papers.

51
H2-OH
Screen Print (black bits)
+ Mono Print
H2/OH! is a water tower along the
Thames in West London. The print is
from a photograph which I bitmapped
(made dotty) this was the screen print.
The colours are made by inking up a
plate and printing each colour
separately . I normally do about 3 at
once so the colours go from dark
to quite light and I mix them up so that
the colours all work in each print. They
all look a bit different too.

53
Moon Moth
Pen & Coloured pencil, sparkle pen
and gel pen
I love moths, although they scare me
when they bat around the bedroom
when I am reading before sleep. Their
wings are naturally patterned in subtle
and complex ways that clearly developed
for practical purposes, but are nonethe-less beautiful for all that. This is
my mythical Moon Moth in the style
of Zentangle art, a form of meditative
drawing using pattern and repetition to
encourage concentration and calm.

52
Small Goddess #1
Stoneware Clay with oxides
Texture and shape: These were the
inspiration for the ‘Small Goddess’. Each
piece of texture/hair/pattern was formed
separately and evolved naturally.

54
Discovering Birdwatching
Watercolour
I have always watched the birds in
our garden from the comfort of the
conservatory. We are fortunate to
have a wide variety visit our feeders
which hang in the apple tree. During
lockdown, we regularly began to see
goldfinch, which have continued to
come and bring their young.

55

56

Grow, Grow, Grow
Paper cutting/mixed media
A greenhouse full of flowers, plants
and pots to discover. The artwork is
made up of four layers of card exactly
the same size but containing different
foliage. Each layer is cut out, painted
and then the artwork is (as precisely as
possible!) assembled.

Red Bedroom
Acrylic
An exercise in textures. An imagined
corner of a room drawn from the many
memories of the bedsit days of my
youth.

57

58

My Sqiggerly Brain
Lino Cut Print
This is a lino print, using two separate
lino cuts. I often doodle these patterns
absentmindedly and incorporate
chosen ones into a print. This time I
have augmented my favourite colour
combination of blue and orange with
some green.

59
Whirly Bird - Seed Pods
Ceramics
The seeds of great discoveries are
constantly floating around us, but they
only take root in minds well prepared to
receive them.

Sunset in the Creek
Watercolour
A Thames sailing barge at anchor once a common sight on East Coast
Creeks and Rivers

60
Untitled
Pen and ink on paper
Mark making through lines using pen
and ink. Discover creatures and words
such as Lowestoft Museum 50 within
the mapping experience of this piece
of work.

61
Suffolk Puffs
Textiles
I was inspired to make this after looking
at a Suffolk Puff quilt donated to
Lowestoft Museum by a local family thirty
years ago. Family tradition stated that
the quilt was begun around 1860, and
was probably worked upon by more than
one generation. The technique seems to
have its origins in the early 17th century;
scraps of old clothing were used to create
useful household items, which were also
works of art, usually made by women
living in rural communities.

63
Black Street Fields
Ink on card
The landscape and its history continue
to influence my painting. My paintings
are often a combination of the real,
the remembered and the imagined.
My intention is to evoke memories,
experiences in the viewer.

65
Ash Trees #2
Ink on paper
These two ink drawings are an attempt
to distil the movement of swaying
leaves and branches on a group of Ash
trees near Wramplingham. I have been
making ceramics from clay dug from
the ditch next to my house and using
the motif of the ash trees as decoration.

67
Excelsior A Symbol of Fishing
history in Lowestoft
Scraper-board
Having spent ages trying to realise
a ‘card’ made in wood, I have finally
settled on a scraper-board image of the
Excelsior.It is a lonely remnant of a once
flourishing fleet of fishing boats which
made Lowestoft wealthy? and famous.
We have a black and white photograph
of the ship against bright sun-lit clouds
which suggested using the scraperboard medium in which I produced all
sorts of cards, many years ago.

69
Helios, Sun Deity
Unglazed ceramic mosaics
Helios; unglazed ceramic mosaic.
A contemporary study of the Greek sun
deity Helios.

62
Prospect
Resin, Acrylic and Sand
I think many people dream of finding
something hidden. With the theme of
‘discovering’ I googled and came across
stories of ship wrecks and gold coins.
This inspired my postcard art, a mixture
of resin, acrylic and sand. I already
had the coin from a bracelet. I cast
the picture in a postcard size silicon
mould. I expect there is lots still to be
discovered, let’s hope some washes up
on our beach.

64
Blackbird
Collage of photography
& typography
This blackbird has visited our garden
almost every hour for the last month
with mouthfuls of food for the two
broods it has raised. Perhaps to signal
that his work was done, he stayed for an
extra long time singing his heart out the
other night at the end of our garden. And
then that Beatles’ song came to mind.

66
All Inclusive
Acrylic
An Acrylic painting of a puffin with a
beak full of fish titled ALL INCLUSIVE.

68
Ammonite Fossil (turquoise)
Ash Wood & Epoxy resin
I used a photograph of an ammonite
from the internet (yes I paid a license
fee). And then used a router to cut the
image into ash wood and coated it with
epoxy resin to give a smooth finish.

70
First Light
Collage
As the herring industry vanished; and the
advent of cheap air travel meant beach
holidays abroad, so did Lowestoft’s
fortunes fade ...and only postcards of
those times were left. However, the
pandemic has meant we now literally
look closer to our shores for a getaway
break; and new beach huts are sprouting
along the esplanade. This, together with
the introduction of the First Light Festival,
means Lowestoft is aptly seeing a new
dawn. Long may Pakefield Man live!

71
Lowestoft Museum
Ink & watercolour
Set in mature parkland with a
background of the Southern Broads Lowestoft Museum is an impressive
building with its architecture of flint and
red brick and for several years it was a
home of Nicholas Everitt and his family.

73
Silver Darlings
Stained Glass
My thoughts about Lowestoft Museum
and the history of the town led me to
consider how the sea and fishing have
been a sustaining factor for the town
over time. My piece is called Silver
Darlings because this is a term used for
the Herring. I often include sea glass
collected on Pakefield beach in my
work. Maybe this glass could be linked
with the timeless turnings of the tide
and the returning shoals of fish.

75
Trevor
Silk & Textile paint on satin fabric
This is a prime example of silk painting.
The satin fabric enhances the colour
and adds texture and depth to the
illustration. It can be challenging but the
finished piece is always rewarding

77
Seren of the Broad
Pencil
Folklore suggests that Seren lived in the
Oulton area around the early 1300’s, a
free spirit, at one with nature.
Whilst wandering the lowland at dusk
she fell pray to a newly excavated peat
cut. She was mourned by many as her
beauty was deep and she was known
for her good grace, intelligence and
kindness. On occasion she may be seen
within the mists of dusk and dawn still
wandering the land she loves.

79
Double Wave - Thorpeness #3
Watercolour & Acrylic
There’s something special about the
quality of light and the way the waves
break on the shoreline at Thorpeness
and Aldeburgh. The waves almost seem
to crest in slow motion and the sand
churned up by the waves give them a
distinctive colour. I have tried to capture
the colours, the form, and also the
energy of the breaking waves in this
watercolour.

72
Small Goddess #2
Stoneware Clay with Oxides
Texture and shape: These were the
inspiration for the ‘Small Goddess’. Each
piece of texture/hair/pattern was formed
separately and evolved naturally.

74
Exploring Suffolk Shoreline - Erosion
Collage using - Tyvek paper,
texture, paint
Global warming and our eroding coast
lines are rather alarming. I try to depict
the atmosphere experimenting with
Tyvek, texture, paint and a heat gun.
However exploring seascapes and
landscapes with surround us can be
exhilarating on Alien Air sketching
trips and breathing fro air as you work
Then back in the studio to work and
experiment with thoughts of the sketches
you’ve made!!

76
Dances with Colours
Mixed media, water colour and
iridescent acrylics
Using layers of transparent paint and
opaque blended together. Keeping the
different tones of green, yellow and blue
to capture how light affects the colour
spectrum.

78
Dolls House - Super Hoarder
Watercolour & pen
Dolls houses and their contents have
fascinated me since childhood. The
postcard for the auction was inspired
by a scene from my dolls house room,
capturing the essence of chaos and
activity of making objects, including
miniature paintings and bedspreads. I
felt a small connection when reading
an article about Somerleyton Hall and
other historic buildings such as Windsor
Castle and Great Glemham all of which
have exquisite Dolls Houses.

80
Galileo
Acrylics and pen
I thought this will suit the theme for
the auction. I love like to use mixed
media with abstract themes snd bold
lines. This works well to create 3D, and
perspective view.

81
Seated Nude
Chalk
I am drawn to the relaxing influence of
nature and like to explore the beauty
of the natural world while celebrating
the simplicity of shape and soft lines.
Minimalism and muted tones pay tribute
to the human figure with a focus on
light that I like to celebrate.

82
Standing the Test of Time
Watercolour
These images gathered, from the
Lowestoft Museum, remind me of how
skilful our distant ancestors were.
To me their artefacts live on (though
the details of their lives fade). The
colour fragmentation revealed in the
watercolour hints at the fresh beauty
that these objects can bring to us - if we
have the eyes to see.

91
Water lily - Kensington Gardens
Mixed Media
“Kensington Gardens” Mixed media
water colour and iridescent acrylics. I
am fascinated by light and shadow and
water. I love using colours to capture
the atmosphere, light and shadow.

83

84

93

The Devils Bridge
Acrylic & Oil
I have been fascinated with the
Devil’s Bridge for a long time. Situated
among lush foliage of Kromlauer Park,
Germany. It looks as if it belongs in
a Grimm’s Fairytale. Commissioned
in 1860 and built using local stone, it
forms a perfect circle by reflection.
According to folklore, this is how it
got its name. It was believed to be too
perfect, and so was thought to be the
Devil’s work.

Still Life Allium
Cyanotype on paper
Photogram of an allium using the
historical process of cyanotype. The
stilled nature of the image is caused
through its contact with the paper
and the exposing sunlight over time.
Photographic processes such as
cyanotype yield these sorts of veiled
images, manifested from the revelation
captured within the photograph itself.

RIP - Wrecks on Seashore
Watercolour & pen
Big skies now filling with fast moving
storm clouds at Dunwich gives
the chance to use swift strokes in
watercolour and ink washes to sketch
the scene. This is the advantage of
plein air sketching which allows you to
capture the immediacy of mood and
atmosphere of a scene.
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Partygate
Watercolour
The first in a series of small watercolour
paintings of English garden gates. We
have all passed garden entrances with
balloons at the front gate to announce
a party and this seemed an appropriate
start to the series.
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British Seahorse
Watercolour
It would be nice to think these beautiful
little sea creatures are living in peace
in our seas... but I expect their habits
are threatened like everyone else.
When will we learn that out actions and
decisions made moment by moment
impact our world around us and even
ourselves?
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Under the Sun
Calligraphy, mixed media, recycled
hand made paper
On the beach, one is aware of change,
the landscape of the cliffs alters,
sometimes with great drama - each
day is never the same.Dramatic shifts
uncover ancient remains in the cliff base
to reveal - 700,000 years ago these cliffs
were a sandy river bank and in the very
spot you stand, people stood working
flints as tools!Things change, but we as
they stood under the very same sun, felt
its warmth on our backs!
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Waves
Textile, silk, organza, over cotton
with cotton thread
Waves look similar but are free, slightly
different from those before and the ones
to come. As with free motion embroidery
the stitches change in size, length, the
movement of the fabric under the needle
gives a fluidity, as change of direction
and speed creates waves and swirls
different to each other.
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Peter & Prince
Watercolour & pen
My great aunt kept a bird ‘Peter’ in
a cage. Perhaps Peter was a long
last love? Prince (the Labrador) was
named of Prince Charles, they shared
birthdays. God bless aunt Maggie, Peter
& Prince.
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Just Out of Reach
Oil on canvas board
I couldn’t resist painting this little pug
longing for his treat.

95
Just Enjoy
Sticker collage
Welcome to my brain. It’s full of all
sorts of nonsense. The Qr tag needs to
be scanned. Happy world of discovery.
Playful offerings in the form of stickers.
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Magnificence
Oil on board
If you are lucky enough to catch the sun
rise on a beautiful morning, you know
whatever the rest of the day has in store
for you, it started with magnificence.
I think it is impossible to capture this
splendour with a paintbrush, but I know
I will never stop trying.
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Soluce
Oil on board
Oblivious to their surrounding world,
disappearing they carry on content,
peacefully grazing in solitude.
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Sunset
Watercolour
A serene scene somewhere at sunset how relaxing!
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Untitled
Spalted Burr Alder
Since the age of 8 I have been
interested in working with wood. I like
to use local and reclaimed timber. The
wood I have used here is Spalted Burr
Alder edged with reclaimed oak (bog
oak) from a sunken Wherry during
WWII to stop flying boats. What can
you see in the book matched pattern?
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Let’s Fly Away
Mixed media using sea glass and
slate found on Pakefield Beach
The seaglass and slate I used to create
this were beach found treasures from
walking along Pakefield Beach. Pakefield
is my ‘happy place’. No two beach walks
are ever the same. The sea is a gift that
just keeps on giving
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Ash Trees #1
Ink on paper
These two ink drawings are an attempt
to distil the movement of swaying
leaves and branches on a group of Ash
trees near Wramplingham. I have been
making ceramics from clay dug from
the ditch next to my house and using
the motif of the ash trees as decoration.
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Green Goddess
Sterling Silver and Suffolk Sea Glass
Handmade by me in my Suffolk workshop
using sterling silver and vibrant green
sea glass hand picked along our beautiful
Suffolk coastline. Sea glass is waste
and discarded glass that is tumbled by
the powerful force of the sea to give it a
smoothed appearance. I hope you enjoy
wearing this little gift from the North
sea… To keep your necklace looking
lovely, gently clean over it with the silver
cloth provided and avoid contact with
chemicals such as perfume and chlorine.
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The Past & The Future
Watercolour
This watercolour picture represents the
times in our life when we have to
leave THE PAST behind and look for
new challenges as we head towards
THE FUTURE.
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Untitled
Watercolour
…a continuation of the previous postcard

103

Photography
& Video
for advertising
& publicity

Beach Wanderer
Acrylic on paper postcard
‘Beach Wander’ - This year’s postcard
is inspired by memories of walks
on South Beach, from Lowestoft to
Pakefield. To wander in the wonder.

Issue 13
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Discovering a New World
Beeswax
This is a wax painting made using
pigmented beeswax . I thoroughly enjoy
the process. heated wax is applied with
a hot iron. I then like to read what the
result is on the paper before painting
over or inscribing the details within it.
It is then polished and sealed. Best kept
out of direct sunlight. I hope you enjoy
the painting as much as I like painting it!

105
Pakefield Wave
Monoprint
Pakefield Wave is a monoprint of the
powerful North Sea as it’s breakers
crash onto the shingle shore. The
monoprint image was created by the
practice of removing ink from a block to
reveal the image beneath.
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